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Abstract 
 
The thesis “Electoral Geography of Postcommunist Countries in Central and Eastern Europe” deals 
with the topic of electoral geography, which is a part of the political geography. 
 
The basic hypothesis of the paper is based on opinion that the postcommunist countries experienced 
the twenty years of development in the postcommunist period which made their electoral geography 
very similar to one in Western Europe. 
 
This hypothesis is proved by three different areas of electoral geography. The first part is composed 
by the analysis of the electoral geography of the founding elections in the 17 postcommunist 
countries (including the GDR). In the paper is proposed after the research of all 17 countries the 
categorization of founding elections on the basis of electoral geography. 
 
The second part examines the electoral geography of capitals. The research is focused on the size of 
the lectorate in the capital compare to the whole country, on the diverhgence of electoral results in 
the capital and in the whole state and on strength of the party families in capitals. Folowing these 
three areas is proposed the catehorisation of the postcommunist capitals into the five groups. 
 
The third part deals with variability of the electoral results inside the state. 
